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Abstract 
This study synthesizes separate but related developments in the fields of conventional and computer-assisted methods for 

planning road networks. The study's principal conclusion is that significant theoretical progress was sparked by changes in how 

the road network architecture challenge was conceptualized. It wasn't until the 1870s that a unified, two-dimensional (2D) 

transport geometry representation evolved, allowing for the mathematical derivation of optimum road spacing. In the early 1970s, 

a change in how problems involving road networks and crop layouts were represented was sparked by the formalization of these 

issues as mathematical graphs and the subsequent solution of the accompanying linear programming problems. A further 

representative development occurred at the beginning of the 1990s, when digital elevation models DEMs were widely available, 

making it possible to automatically construct up road networks on the DEM surface of the underlying topography. The most 

recent change was in the mid-1990s, when systems began to semi-automatically map out harvest/transport-network difficulties 

on DEMs. The paper presents challenges for future research, the most pressing of which is the development of the concurrent 

harvest/road-network layout systems for multi-objective functions. Since improvements in problem representation tend to go 

hand in hand with scientific progress, it's important to study new ways of representing lattice-type terrain. Triangular irregular 

network (TIN) meshes are now the most intriguing of these alternatives. Some other potential avenues for development include 

the combination of road network planning and detailed road engineering, the elaboration of optimization problem formulations, 

and the universal modification of road network planning curricula to incorporate operations-research-based strategies.. 
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Introduction 
The success of the timber industry has been built on 

a road system that follows fundamental design 

principles. Since their inception, these tenets have 

evolved with the development of science and the 

improvement of on-road and off-road vehicles. 

There is a wide variety of scientific ideas at play 

here. The cutting edge of development in 

plantation forestry settings is computer-assisted 

systems that automatically generate the concurrent 

arrangement of roads and harvesting systems 

(Epstein et al. 2006, Epstein et al. 2001). On the 

other hand, training programs for forest operations 

professionals still include conventional expert 

techniques that depend on the abilities and 

expertise of the designers. Google Scholar reports 

that there have been roughly 70 scholarly articles 

published on the topic of forest road network 

design since 1960, however this does not indicate 

that the topic has been fully explored. 
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there has been no systematic assessment of current 

understanding. Review studies (Church et al. 1998, 

Epstein et al. 2007) summarized the state of 

knowledge for mathematical methods based on 

operations research methodologies, whereas 

traditional texts and handbooks (Dietz et al. 1984, 

Hafner 1971, Kuonen 1983, Wenger 1984) recorded 

expert-based approaches. 

 

The objective of this contribution is to unify 

computer-aided and conventional road network 

layout methods and to provide a broad outline of 

the direction of progress. Most specifically, it hopes 

to: 

Timely disclosure of ideas and procedures for 

various conceptual approaches 

Determine breaks, or points of significant change. 

Forest road networks are the only subject of the 

following introspections; other low-traffic road 

systems are ignored. They'll even make up for the 

lost 

cover the time period beginning with the 

publication of the first scholarly studies on forest 

road networks at the tail end of the 18th century 

and ending with the present day. Before diving into 

an analysis of the transport geometry method that 

led to the idea of optimum road spacing, the article 

will provide a brief overview of the historical 

background up to World War I. And third, it will 

examine the evolution of the semi-automatic 

computer-aided road network planning approaches 

that were first created using operations research 

techniques. Finally, we'll go through how to plan a 

road system and a harvesting system using a 

computer program. 
Early Developments 

Good road design methods have contributed to the 

growth of the forest products industry. As time has 

progressed, so have our understanding and 

application of these concepts, as well as the 

capabilities of on- and off-road vehicles. Different 

scientific paradigms are in play. The most cutting-

edge technology in plantation forestry are 

computer-aided systems that can generate the 

simultaneous layout of roads and harvesting 

equipment (Epstein et al. 2006, Epstein et al. 2001). 

While modern techniques are increasingly 

emphasized in training programs for forest 

operations specialists, conventional expert 

approaches that depend on the knowledge and 

abilities of the designers are still a component of the 

curriculum. According to Google Scholar, there 

have been around 70 scholarly articles published on 

the subject of forest road network design since 

1960. However, this does not necessarily indicate 

that sufficient study has been conducted on the 

matter. 

Lacking is a thorough assessment of where we are 

in terms of knowledge. Expert-based procedures 

were documented in classic manuals and 

handbooks (Dietz et al. 1984, Hafner 1971, Kuonen 

1983, Wenger 1984), while the state of knowledge 

for mathematical methods based on operations 

research methodology was summarized in review 

studies (Church et al. 1998, Epstein et al. 2007). 

This contribution seeks to standardize methods for 

both automated and hand-operated road network 

design, while also drawing attention to promising 

directions for further research. And its specific 

goals are to: 

Timely and accurate technique and idea disclosure 

for a wide variety of conceptual approaches 

Seek for the gaps, or the places where there is a 

significant departure. 

Only forest road networks are considered here; no 

other low-traffic road systems are included. 

Eventually, they'll make up for all that was lost. 

include all of time from the late 18th century, when 

the first scholarly studies on forest road networks 

were published, to the present. Prior to delving into 

an analysis of the transport geometry method that 

led to the concept of optimum road spacing, the 

article will provide a brief overview of the historical 

circumstances leading up to World War I. Finally, it 

will detail how operations research was 

instrumental in the creation of semi-automatic 

computer-aided road network design ideas. The 

tutorial will conclude with a discussion of how to 

utilize a software tool to plan a road network and a 

harvesting network. 

Location theory and transportation economics may 

trace their roots back to von Thünen's seminal book 

»The Isolated State concerns Agriculture and 

Political Econo- my...« (Thünen 1842). Thünen 

analyzed how different types of land use were 

distributed in and around a city with little to no 

economic activity. Under these suppositions, 

different types of land use cluster together to create 

concentric spheres. After doing some research, he 

came to the conclusion that cutting down trees for 



 

 

lumber should be done in a different sector. Beyond 

a radius of around 8 miles, the increased expense of 

transportation would have made the wood reward 

too little to justify the effort. To give you an idea of 

how taxing land transportation was back then, 

consider that one unit of horse and carriage could 

deliver approximately two cubic meters of 

firewood and traverse around twenty to thirty 

kilometers in a day. 

The introduction of widespread railway networks 

about 1840 marked a turning point in the evolution 

of transportation infrastructure. This development 

greatly reduced the price of land transportation, 

which facilitated the trading of products over great 

distances. Quantitative approaches for the design of 

transportation networks began about 1860 with the 

emergence of the idea of transport network layout, 

which developed independently in Germany and 

France (Lalanne 1863, Launhardt 1872). To 

determine the optimal topological network 

configuration, both authors proposed a new step of 

design, currently known as the "architecture 

definition process" (Walden et al., 2015). The urban 

transportation system first identified high-volume 

traffic nodes and then sought the most efficient 

route between them. Launhardt used a quantitative 

approach, whereas the French method was strictly 

geometric. When he was in the conceptual design 

phase, which he dubbed »commercial trace« 

(Launhardt 1872), he completely disregarded 

topographical conditions in order to build the 

optimal network arrangement on a flat plane. His 

method began with the identification of »transport 

locations« (cities, towns, production sites) and the 

unique traffic patterns they exhibited. The 

challenge then became figuring out how to go from 

one place to another with the fewest number of 

stops and the cheapest possible transportation. 

Taking into account traffic patterns and the 

geometry of the surrounding intersections, he 

devised a method for determining their ideal 

placement. As a whole, Launhardt's approach 

produced a Steiner tree,

establishing an interconnected system between all 

of the »transport points. Taking into account 

technical restrictions and yielding a smooth 

horizontal and vertical alignment is the goal of the 

subsequent detailed road route engineering phase, 

also known as the »design definition process« 

(Walden et al., 2015), which Launhardt referred to 

as the »technical trace«. The lasting effects of this 

landmark study on the philosophy of forest road 

network design are unclear. Later textbooks still 

include some of the earlier concepts on conceptual 

design, such as the specification of »transport 

locations« (»fixed points«, »control points«), and 

the search for a network topol- ogy (Dietz et al. 

1984, Hafner 1956, Kuonen 1983, Wenger 1984). To 

the best of our knowledge, the first textbook to 

provide a full discussion of forest road networks 

was »Forest Road Construction and Its Pre- 

liminary Work« (Schuberg, 1873). The author 

understood that the challenge of transportation 

planning in the forest sector was not one of 

connecting specific points but rather of making the 

whole region equally accessible. Although 

Schuberg's analytical solutions may not be correct, 

yielding an ASD of 5/24 road spacing, which is 

quite close to the correct solution of 1/4 road 

spacing, he nonetheless introduced the principles of 

forest transport geometry and quantified the 

relationship between road spacing and average 

skidding distance ASD. For flat terrain, he 

recommended a lattice of roads, with an average 

road spacing of up to 700 m if a secondary network 

of skidding roads is also present. For example, 

»contour-type networks« are a special kind of 

network that emerges when the terrain places 

restrictions on where routes may go. To use 

Launhardt's terminology, the conceptual structure 

of forestry road networks was determined by those 

factors. Reliable contour maps were required for 

the comprehensive road network planning, and it 

was previously known how to use a compass to 

plan roads with a constant gradient by stepping 

from one contour to the next at a consistent 

distance. After a satisfactory answer was 

established on the map, surveying devices were 

used to translate the design to actual route places in 

the landscape. Because other textbooks were 

primarily concerned with road engineering and 

road building, it is unclear how Schuberg's 

methods gained traction and expanded (Stoetzer 

1877, Stoetzer and Hausrath 1913). In North 

America, the necessity for economic rationalization 

and a knowledge of logging cost accelerated the 

formalization of road network and transportation 

engineering around World War I (Greulich 2002). A 

second break in progress occurred after the 1920s, 

when motor vehicle-based transportation systems 

saw a boom as a consequence of the First World 

War. This  yielded quantitative insights that we 

shall examine later. 



 

 

Optimum Road Spacing/Optimum Road Density 

oss several time periods 

As a consequence of Taylor's groundbreaking work 

on time studies (Taylor 1895), industrial engineering 

emerged as a scientific subject, leading to a better 

knowledge of production cost and productivity. 

There were more studies of costs and times involved 

in forest operations because of it (Ashe 1916, Braniff 

1912). The introduction of the tractor for use in 

skidding operations at the end of the 1930s vastly 

expanded designers' palette of possible forest 

harvesting system configurations. Because of this new 

degree of variation, an operational study (Mat- thews 

1939) concluded that, depending on road conditions, 

the cost of off-road transportation was anywhere from 

six to nine times higher per unit of volume and per 

unit of transportation distance than the cost of on-

road transportation. The data led to the conclusion 

that there is a minimal level of reduction in total cost 

that may be achieved by raising the percentage of on-

road transportation while lowering the proportion of 

off-road transportation. Matthews, in his fundamental 

study (Matthews, 1939), posed the issue of what road 

spacing would provide this minimum. Because of 

these presumptions, he was able to create a model of 

transport geometry: road construction costs are 

constant, since the forest region has a flat, 

homogeneous topography; off-road transportation 

expenses vary solely on the distance traveled. 

There are no connections between the roadways, and 

the road structure resembles a grid. 

 

There is only one forest management method that can 

be used to the whole region; the road network is 

constructed all at once, and there is no sequencing 

between the acre loading point in the stand and the 

landing point on the road. The forest stand conditions 

are consistent throughout the board. 

Some correlations, such as the one between road 

length and road spacing for a unit area, emerged 

implicitly in Matthews' (Matthews 1939) 

mathematical formulation, which is not easy. For this 

reason, a clearer expression is provided below. The 

transport geometry model shown in Fig. 1 is primarily 

comprised of road spacing (sr) and road length (L). So 

long as sr and L together cover exactly one square 

unit, sr is the unit of measurement for road distance in 

Australia

developed generalized cost functions for both road 

construction and off-road transportation, using the 

basic relationships of (4) and (5). He relaxed the as- 

sumptions of a purely parallel road network and the 

shortest off-road transportation path by introducing 

correction factors, which he investigated for different 

geometrical extraction patterns. He then extended (8) 

The pattern of extraction for a lattice-style network 

is shown in Fig. 2. A pattern of 8 triangles per unit 

area is produced if logs are assumed to be 

travelling along the shortest route to the closest 

road, and the average skidding distance for a single 

triangle is equal to the distance from its centroid to 

the nearest road, which is one third of the road 

spacing sr (13). 

 

 

using those adjustments to get the best possible 

road distances. As a result of his efforts, studies like 

one that sought to determine the best route to take 

in a given situation were conducted. 

 

main and secondary road networks' spacing and 

alignment (Larsson 1959). Segebaden (1964) looked 

into what would happen if we loosened the 

assumption of parallel highways and the shortest 

off-road transit route. 

 

For triangular, rectangular, and hexagonal 

networks, the ratio of the effective to the theoretical 

average skidding distance (14) is 1.33. (Segebaden 

1964). Mathematician Matern examined a Poisson 

distribution. 

field network showing that the appropriate cnet 

correction factor for Segebaden is precisely 2.0. 

 

The primary considerations are outlined in (17), 

which provides a 

 

The Segebaden network correction factor cnet was 

included in the skidding cost term of the total cost 

function (6). He also suggested a correction factor 

for off-road transport (coffr) to account for the fact 

that logs do not always follow the quickest route to 

the next road. When we take into account both cnet 

and coffr, we get a more generic cost function (16). 

 

reducing the road network's economic efficiency. 

Low road spacing is required by ineffective 

skidding technology, which in turn increases the 

importance of the ratio of road building cost to 

skidding cost (cr/cs). High values of the network 



 

 

correction factor cnet, which represent inefficient 

road network geometry, have a comparable impact. 

Road spacing is decreased to around 70% of the 

original value using a Poisson field layout, which 

results in a network correction factor of 2.0 (see 

Sege- baden). 

 

reduced to a system of roadways running parallel 

to one another. High road densities are the result of 

a risky capital budgeting strategy (low interest 

rates), whereas low-risk budgeting policies (higher 

interest rates) result in closer road distances. 

 

Investments in expanding a city's road network 

should be seen from the perspective of capital 

budgeting, which involves balancing the project's 

expected costs and revenues throughout its 

expected lifespan. This long-term investment 

consideration is ignored in the optimum road 

spacing (8) and road density (11) formulas. The 

total cost of an asset may be easily estimated using 

the EAC technique, which is calculated by 

multiplying the asset's yearly operating costs by the 

asset's useful life. Assuming the road network is in 

good condition, 

 

policies (high interest rates) lead to wider gaps 

between roads. Last but not least, the volume of 

harvesting flows is a measure of management 

intensity that is influencing road density. Road 

spacing is around half what it would be under 

traditional forestry regimes within an annual flow 

of approximately 7.5 m3 per hectare as compared to 

a plantation forestry regime with an annual flow of 

about 30 m3 per hectare. Those aren't very novel 

realizations, but you shouldn't take them for 

granted. 

 

Given that the job has a 50-year lifetime and a 

reasonably low interest rate of 2%, the annuity 

factor is 3.18%. The amount of interest due may be 

prohibitive if it were to 

 

 

 

In a scenario where capital is not properly 

budgeted for, the annuity factors rise to 2.0%, 

resulting in a 35% increase or decrease in the cost of 

the road's construction. An annu- ity and yearly 

maintenance factor were the first to be used to 

indicate maintenance expenses as a percentage of 

initial expenditure in the United Kingdom (Gayson 

1958). The harvesting volume V, measured in 

volume units per area unit, must be translated into 

an annual harvesting flow volume Va, equal to the 

mean annual increment under steady-state 

assumptions, in order to make the total cost 

function con- sistent. The equation for the 

generalized optimum road spacing (17) is produced 

by including the capital budgeting considerations 

into the total cost function (16), computing the 

derivative with respect to road spacing sr, setting it 

to 0, and solving for sr. 

 

As the inverse issue of optimum road spacing, 

determining the ideal road density may be 

expressed as [18]. The International Labor 

Organization (ILO), the Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO), and the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 

convened a symposium in 1963 in Geneva, 

Switzerland, to discuss the establishment of forest 

communication networks. Nearly all of the era's 

forest operations engineers took part, pooling their 

expertise to discuss how best to build a road system 

from many vantage points. Sundberg presented a 

study on the economics of road networks, which 

surveyed previous research in the field (Sundberg 

1963). He underlined that the effective distances are 

greater than the theoretical distances since both the 

network correction cnet and the off-road transport 

correction coffr factors multiply with the theoretical 

average skidding distance. He went on to explain 

why this factor should be included in the 

calculation of road density and spacing.respectively. 

Silversides gave an overview on the influ- ence of 

logging methods on the road network layout 

(Silversides 1963). He emphasized that Matthews book 

(Matthews 1942) still build the basis of the North 

American approach to estimate optimal road spacing, 

thus neglecting some of the newer Swedish achieve- 

ments. He requested that future work on road spacing 

should distinguish two cases: 

 systems where the logs are moving on the short- 

most direct route to the closest road — systems in 

which logs are transported to designated 

transhipment locations (landings) spaced at regular 

intervals. 

Matthews's key work, »Cost Control in the Logging 

Industry,« from 1942, proposes a method for 

calculating road and landing spacing at the same 

time. The average yarding distance is no longer the 

same as the distance from a region's center to its 

closest road if the logs are instead assumed to be 



 

 

moving along a radial axis toward the landing. As a 

result, a report was published with a more accurate 

assessment of the typical skidding distance 

(Suddarth and Her- rick 1964). A little more 

accurate than Matthews' approximation, Peters' 

later method is yet difficult to solve. Interestingly, 

Segebaden's network correction factor cnet, which 

measures the impact of inefficient road network 

structure, was never taken into account. Therefore, 

the port geometry of parallel roads was assumed by 

all the approaches that used concurrent 

landing/road spacing (Fig. 1). Landings have 

traditionally been assumed to be situated on access 

lines that run perpendicular to highways in 

traditional geometric designs. Bryer relieved the 

pressure of this assumption by relocating the 

landing spots every other road (Bryer 1983). Based 

on the data, it was determined that a landing-to-

road spacing ratio of 1.5 to 2.0 results in an average 

skidding distance reduction of 5 to 9 percent while 

shifting. 

 

Efforts to improve the most efficient and cost-

effective configuration of road systems waned in 

the 1970s. While some studies modified the cost 

function by including in things like worker travel 

time and the potential cost of development lost 

owing to aisle clearance (Abegg 1978), the vast 

majority of studies adapted the function to local 

conditions. There were other dubious contributions, 

including include overhead expenses in the best 

road spacing calculation (Thompson 1992). One 

may isolate the factors that are directly related to 

road spacing by formulating a total cost function 

and locating the derivative for road spacing. 

Overhead expenses should not be formulated as a 

direct function of road spacing in an overall cost 

function. 

 

Models of transportation geometry were flat (see 

Figures 1 and 2). Using a 3D-model, researchers 

may examine the effects of slope on the road 

network architecture and the rise in total cost 

function for a mix of road and off-road 

transportation. Heinimann came up with a method 

to tell the difference between skidder and cable-

yarder-based road network ideas on steep inclines 

(Heinimann 1998). He discovered that the total cost 

function for using a skidder was lower than using a 

yarder on a gradient of 30%. Inversely, at a slope of 

50%, the yarder-based operation outperformed the 

skidder-based one. Therefore, there must be a 

sloping threshold beyond which the cable-based 

system is more efficient than the yarder-based one. 

This method may be adjusted for various road 

network paradigms provided relevant context data 

is made accessible. Previously, conventional 

wisdom served as the primary basis for 

differentiating between various road network 

designs. 
OR-Tool-Supported Road Network Layout 

The quality of solutions developed is dependent on 

how problems are presented, according to a high-

level group on decision-making and problem-

solving (Simon et al. 1986). The post-computer age 

began in the 1950s, allowing people to tackle 

previously insurmountable challenges. For this 

reason, linear programming has begun to find 

widespread use in business contexts, since it offers 

tools for finding the best course of action given a 

system represented by a collection of linear 

connections and subject to linear inequality or 

equality constraints. It's not hard to understand how 

this branch of math and science began to set off 

new ways of thinking about forest engineering and 

management. Operations research approaches in 

forest engineering owe a great deal to a conference 

held in Oregon in 1973 on »Planning and Decision-

Making as Applied to Forest Harvesting« (O'leary 

1972). Two papers discussed the use of OR-methods 

to road network design (Kirby 1972, Mandt 1972). 

You may see the problem representation (shown in 

Fig. 3) that was used to develop the corresponding 

mathematical program. 

To some extent, the assumption that the forest cover 

is uniform over the whole region of interest may be 

relaxed thanks to the depiction shown in Fig. 3. 

Similar units (stands, harvesting units, timber strata) 

are split up over the land and managed in 

accordance with the area's predetermined 

silvicultural regime. This depiction further removes 

the restriction that all road construction must occur 

simultaneously, making it possible for individual 

road sections to be created at any moment. A single 

access node (N1-N8) is assumed to be present in 

each forest unit in the conceptual model (Fig. 3), 

from which the whole forest unit may be controlled. 

It also specifies the road segments (S03–S67) that 

connect the nodes and facilitate the transport of 

wood from the origin nodes (N1–N7) to the 

destination node (S) (N0). Mandt (1972) proposed 

the study of road networks from a network analysis 

viewpoint, building on the previous work of Kirby 

(1972) on problem formulation choices (Ford and 



 

 

Fulkerson 1962). The formulation and solution 

approach for the planning issue shown in Fig. 3 

were given in an influential study (Weintraub And 

Navon 1976). The authors established categories for 

(1) access nodes I, (2) road segments J, (3) epochs T, 

and (4) wood types K. The goal is to schedule all 

harvest units (i1...in) and necessary road segments 

(j1...jk) during the time periods (t1...tl) in a way that 

maximizes the discount (revenues minus costs). 

This aim can be easily transformed into an objective 

function, but defining the necessary restrictions is 

more challenging. The authors arrived at a 

formulation that could be solved in roughly 2 

minutes and fifty seconds using a mainframe 

computer (Weintraub And Navon 1976). The 

number of roads in the solution could not exceed 

the number of shortest pathways between access 

and sink nodes (Kirby 1986). Large-scale network 

challenges, such as those involving multiple 

connections and several road building and 

reconstruction projects, may be described and 

addressed using the conventional transhipment 

problem formulation (Kirby et al. 1979). By the start 

of the 1980s, this framework had evolved into the 

integrated re-source planning model (IRPM) and 

was being put into use by the 

Service of Forestry in the United States of America. 

In place of wood classes, this model considers 

different land-use scenarios and defines traffic 

capacity in terms of sets of traffic flows. Heuristic 

solution procedures based on a series of the linear 

program run were necessary to solve the model, and 

this was only possible for problems of a modest 

magnitude (Kirby 1986). The authors knew that 

such a heuristic approach would never, ever, 

provide optimum designs save by pure chance. 

Locational difficulties in forest management: a 

literature review discusses the present status of 

models for coordinating harvest and road network 

design (Church et al. 1998). The challenge is 

significantly reformulated as modeling »the 

scheduling/location which harvest units will be cut 

in each period, fulfills adjacency criteria, and 

guarantees that no unit is harvested without the full 

road route that may reach the unit. The authors also 

covered the wide range of approaches used to tackle 

these issues, including: dual ascent; Lagrangian 

heuristics; Monte Carlo integer programming; 

simulated annealing; and tabu search. This multiple 

target access problem (MTAP) was formally 

outlined in a subsequent study (Murray, 1998), 

which stressed the need of basing an accurate 

solution strategy on the Lagrangian relaxation with 

branch and limit. 

 

The integrated formulation of harvest/road-net- task 

plan and scheduling allowed for a thorough 

evaluation of harvesting expenses, including travel 

costs and the cost of constructing and maintaining 

roads, as well as a scaled-back relationship between 

the two. While this is helpful, it still requires some 

forward thinking on the part of the planner. 

 

Connectivity Hubs 

 

road section locations between access points 

 

locations on the landscape 

 

a comprehensive plan for harvesting activities 

outside the range of each access point. 
Computer-Aided Road Network Layout Planning 

Contour maps built – since their emergence in the 

Renaissance – the backbone for any spatial planning 

activity, such as road network layout or harvest plan- 

ning. By the end of the 1950s, a master thesis at MIT 

proposed digital terrain models (DTM) as an alterna- 

tive to contour maps (Miller 1958). A digital terrain 

model approximates a part of the continuous terrain 

surface with a large number of selected discrete points 

with known XYZ coordinates in an arbitrary data co- 

 
 

 
 

pended on the skills and experience of the planner, 

resulting mostly in sub-optimal solutions, compared 

to the optimum. 

Graph theory knows the concept of the minimum 

spanning (Weisstein online-b) tree to connect all the 

nodes with the minimum possible total link weight, 

which can be cost or any other metric. It is easy to see 

that the automatic solution presented in Fig. 4 is a type 

of minimum spanning tree. The insight that access 

nodes could be connected by a minimum spanning 

tree appeared already in the 1960s in the literature 

(Kanzaki 1966). The solution in Fig. 4 is a Steiner Min- 

imum Tree (Weisstein online-c), which introduced ad- 

ditional »Steiner points« to improve the minimum 

spanning tree solution in the best possible way. There 

are two algorithms to solve the minimum spanning 

tree problem, Prim’s (Prim 1957) and Kruskal’s (Krus- 

kal 1956). While there is no exact solution for Steiner 

tree problem, good approximations are available (Rob- 



 

 

ins and Zelikovsky 2000). 

So far, we discussed some options on how to au- 

tomatically identify a solution and connect nodes into 

a directed graph. However, the issue of how to auto- 

matically layout a road between two nodes on a digi- 

tal elevation model still needs a solution. A digital 

elevation model is a discretization of a continuous, 

 
 

tends to result in a chain of consecutive straight lines 

without any curve or switchback constraints. The two 

concerns triggered the investigation of alternative 

link-patterns (see Fig. 5, right) and of horizontal align- 

ment restrictions (Stückelberger et al. 2007). It dem- 

onstrated that the link pattern specification heavily 

influences road network locations and alignments. 

The main result was that the 24 link-pattern model 

that penalizes switchbacks yields good solutions for 

slope gradient of up to 30%. Steep terrain requires 

both the refined link model (e.g. 48 links per node, 

Fig. 5, right) and the introduction of horizontal cur- 

vature constraints. The introduction of curvature con- 

straints increases the size of the graph representation 

by a factor of 256, resulting in a substantial increase 

in computing times. The authors found that the 8-link 

zigzag is not always able to identify road segments 

between 2 points in steep terrain, whereas the 48-link 

pattern always did so. They found that cost lower by 

about 30% for the 48-link model in steep terrain, and 

by about 10% for a constraint 8-link model in moder- 

ate terrain (Stückelberger et al. 2007), both compared 

with the unconstraint 8-pattern. Another investiga- 

tion developed a model to estimate the spatial vari- 

ability of road construction cost for a specific area of 

interest, based on geotechnical information and para- 

metric cost modelling as used in the construction in- 

dustry (Stückelberger et al. 2006a). Road network 

layouts based on the assumption of route-indepen- 

 
dent construction cost resulted in a 10% shorter over- 

all road length but in an increase in road construction 

cost of about 20% (Stückelberger et al. 2006a) com- 

pared to route-dependent cost assumptions. The 

study further demonstrated that cost-estimating pro- 

cedures that consider only slope gradient are still re- 

sulting in a 20% lower total construction cost com- 

pared to the route-independent cost alternative. Based 

on the work presented above, computer-aided engi- 

neering approaches for the layout of forest road net- 

works under difficult terrain conditions reached some 

maturity, based on which future tools and solutions 

can be built. 

 
Computer-Aided, Concurrent Harvest Road-

Network Layout Planning 

The plant (harvest) location issue and the road 

location problem, both of which must be 

represented in a massive network with hundreds of 

thousands of nodes and millions of edges, are two 

NP-hard problems that must be solved 

simultaneously by computer for the optimal 

harvest/road-network structure (Epstein et al. 

2001). In the 1970s, Wein- traub and Navon 

proposed a general solution based on the 

conceptual model of Fig. 3, but they neglected to 

take into account the harvest layout activities 

needed to harvest and extract the wood to the input 

nodes, which they called access nodes. As a result, 

it is necessary to use the spatially explicit harvest 

layout model, which was first introduced in a 

landmark study in the 1970s (Dykstra And Riggs 

1977). A spatially explicit design model does this by 

subdividing the study area into a grid of quadratic 

cells, which are then often placed on a digital 

elevation model. Therefore, the challenge is to 

define ground-based and cable-based extraction 

zones, as well as transhipment locations (landings) 

for tower yard- ers and skidders, such that the 

greatest number of cells may be reached at the 

lowest possible cost (Church et al. 1998). It is 

essential that the terminals for a specific road 

network be situated along those roadways. In 

addition, the structure of the concurrent harvest 

and road network attempts to link all the 

transhipment nodes to the final destinations. 

The solution to the simultaneous harvest/road-

network-layout challenge was pioneered by 

Chilean operations researchers Weintraub and 

Epstein, with input from Bren and John Sessions 

(Church et al. 1998). Fondef, a Chilean government 

organization, began providing funding for the 

creation of fundamental operations research 

instruments for the Chilean forest sector in 1993. 

All of the following choices must be modeled in 

order to solve the concurrent layout issue. 

How much land should be set aside for each cable 

system configuration; What roads should be 

constructed; How much wood should be harvested 

and transported; Which areas should be harvested 

by ground-based and cable-based systems; (Epstein 

et al. 1999). 



 

 

When the most well-known systems for making 

such judgments, PLANS and PLANZ (Cossens 

1992, Twito et al. 1987), were evaluated and shown 

to be underperforming, they prompted the creation 

of PLANEX to address the concurrent layout issue. 

Topographic data of the harvesting region, 

including wood inventories at an appropriate 

spatial resolution, was needed for modeling the 

issue. PLANEX was built to work with a 

geographic information system. 

The formulation and solution of the model are 

explained in further depth in another study 

(Epstein et al., 2006). A large-scale network design 

model was created using data stored in cells 1010 m 

in size, and the modeling methodology was 

inspired by mixed-integer linear programming. The 

suggested 24-link arrangement is quite similar to 

the 16-link pattern shown in Fig. 5. The method 

also takes into account horizontal alignment 

restrictions, especially turn radii. The model 

includes a large number of sets, parameters, and 

variables, and it is used to reduce costs associated 

with building roads, setting up machinery, 

harvesting crops, and transporting them. There are 

typically over 75,000 wood cells, 400,000 possible 

road segments, and around 300 transhipment 

stations for cable systems and 5000 for ground-

based systems involved in the average issue. The 

problem-solving approach is analogous to a 

heuristic for identifying Steiner Minimum Trees 

(Weis- stein online-c), and it yields answers that are 

just 3.5% off from the precise solutions obtained 

using a commercial solver. 

Since the mid-1990s, roughly eight Chilean forest 

firms have been using PLANEX, which has reduced 

operational costs by 15–20 percent (Epstein et al. 

2006). The two biggest enterprises in Chile, Bosques 

Aurauco and Forestal Celco, saved roughly US$20 

million per year thanks to PLANEX and other 

operations research tools. Interestingly, nations in 

Central Europe that have traditionally relied on 

forestry as an industry have been slow to adopt 

such sophisticated systems, so ceding some of their 

operational margin and falling behind the 

competition. 

The PLANEX system has been the most popular, 

although there are other options (Chung et al. 2004, 

Chung et al. 2008, Meignan et al. 2012). With 

PLANEX, 

resulted in a 30% rise in both price and road length. 

These findings demonstrated the need for a site-

specific approach to environmental effect 

mitigation and the lack of a universal "silver bullet" 

solution. Understanding trade-offs is essential for 

the expert-stakeholder conversation, which is 

enhanced by multi-objective optimisation 

methodologies. In another piece of research (Bont 

2012), researchers looked at how to maximize the 

cost, protection from natural risks, and residual 

stand damage all at once in mountain protection 

forests. Cable roads and slope direction should be 

reduced to protect against natural hazards (snow 

creeping, flow avalanches), while uphill logging 

should be done to prevent residual stand damages. 

When compared to the cost-optimal option, the 

»slope-line-optimal« approach added 7% to the 

final price while eliminating cable roads down the 

slope. 

By eliminating the effect of the slope line entirely, 

the »uphill-yarding-optimal« approach was shown 

to incur a 22% higher price. We found that our 

study was the first to semi-automatically produce a 

multi-goal har- vest/road-network design. 

Discussion and Perspectives 

The current evaluation aims to (1) highlight the 

concepts and methodologies for various road 

network planning strategies and (2) pinpoint breaks, 

at where significant advances were made. From 

rules-of-thumb ap- proaches in the 18th century to 

semi-automatic mathematical optimization 

approach- es at the turn of the 21st century, our 

analysis uncovered a variety of road network 

planning methodologies. Different techniques to 

layout are described in Table 1. 

 

As a further step, quantitative techniques were used 

to better predict the appropriate road spacing, 

elevating the design approaches to a more scientific 

level (Table 1). Models of solely parallel and 

Manhattan grid layouts make it clear that road 

spacing is the only design feature that distinguishes 

the two. Mathematical identification of the optimum 

road spacing, a complementary attribute to optimal 

road density, has been the focus of a growing body 

of study that began with fundamental work in 1939 

(Matthews 1939). On the other hand, ideal road 

spacing has been employed as a design criterion for 

the spatial layout of particular forest road networks, 

whereas optimal road density has been used 

primarily to create regulations for the amount of 

accessibility that should be reached on regional or 

national scales. methods exist to estimate the ideal 

road spacing, however the construction of road 

network layouts for certain terrain units has 



 

 

produced in a narrow collection of network options, 

from which the most acceptable alternative must be 

chosen. The primary network design criterion in all 

of the most popular textbooks on the subject of 

forest road network design, including (Dietz et al. 

1984, Hafner 1971, Kuonen 1983, and Wenger 1984), 

was the manual arrangement of control points and 

road spacing. 

 

In the 1970s, a new depiction of forest road network 

planning difficulties evolved, and with it came the 

emergence of the third kind of network design 

approach: op- timal entrance point access (Table 1). 

The new system identified harvesting units to be cut 

in various time periods, but the old one ignored the 

variability of the forest cover and the harvesting 

architecture. Logs were to be brought into each 

harvesting unit through a designated entrance point 

using non-motorized transport methods like 

skidding or a cable yarder. As soon as those doors 

are open were identified, a set of road segments 

was located, each connecting a pair of entry points. 

Experts had to do two tasks: locate the entry points 

and road seg- ments. The search for the minimum 

tree that connects all the entry points and the 

sequencing of road con- struction that considers 

harvesting activities taking place in different time 

periods was based on a math- ematical optimization 

formulation, which resulted in a near-optimal 

solution. 

The U.S. Forest Service refined this approach, 

which became widely applied as the so-called Inte- 

grated Resource-Planning Model (IRPM) in the 1980s. 

The formal approach is nowadays known as the Mul- 

tiple Target Access Problem (MTAP), for which there 

are exact solutions. This new, operations-research- 

based road network planning approach triggered a 

bifurcation in forest road network design methods. 

Whereas regions with considerable forestry tradition, 

such as Europe, stayed with traditional forest road 

network planning methods (control point and road 

spacing led expert layout), the North American forest 

road community moved to OR-based approaches, 

which started to be widely used, particularly by the 

U.S. Forest Service. Weintraub, Chilean, contributed 

to the development of OR-based road network design 

methods at an early stage of his career in the U.S., 

from where the methodologies spread to Chile. 

The fourth type of road network design methods 

– CAE network optimization (Table 1) – appeared in 

the early 1990s in the U.S., triggered by the broad 

availability of digital elevation models (DEMs). It built 

upon the multiple target access problem, which re- 

quired the planner to identify harvest units, their entry 

points and road segments between pairs of entry 

points manually. The representation of the terrain sur- 

face as a 3D-grid (see Fig. 4) made it possible to auto- 

mate the layout of road segments between entry 

points, and the identification of harvesting units and 

the location of entry points were the only design task 

that a planner had to do. From a computational point 

of view, a shortest path algorithm has to be used to 

identify the set of the shortest path between all pairs 

of entry points, whereas minimal spanning tree algo- 

rithms provide optimal connection of the entry points 

to the exit points. The location of control points (entry 

points) has been the first step in road network design 

since the 1870s, and the computer-aided-engineering 

approach fully automated and optimized all the re- 

maining design steps, resulting directly in an optimal 

solution. 

Concurrent harvest/road network layout (Table 1) 

is the sixth category of road network design 

techniques that results from digital elevation 

model–based computer-aided engineering (DEM–

CAE) network optimization. 

The technique by simultaneously resolving the 

harvest/road network layout issue and the harvest 

layout. An international team of scientists from 

Chile and the United States, supported by the 

Chilean government, created PLANEX, a system 

that develops near-optimal harvest/road layouts for 

individual forest regions using a combination of 

automation and human input. The widespread 

adoption of PLANEX across eight major Chilean 

forest enterprises has led to substantial cost 

reductions for the sector as a whole. It was difficult 

to adapt this approach to regions with close-to-

nature forestry projects since it was developed for 

clear-cutting regimes inside a plantation forestry 

setting. In an effort to improve the efficiency and 

accuracy of automatic road segmentation on a 

DEM, studies began appearing around 2005. These 

studies sought to adapt the problem formulation to 

close-to-nature and continuous cover silvicltural re- 

gimes and to find an exact solution to the problem 

for best results. Recent network design methods, on 

the other hand, have been mostly used in case 

studies. The high degree of road network growth 

and the paucity of abilities among road network 

professionals in the employment of quantitative, 

OR-based methodologies account for this restricted 

use. 

 



 

 

Throughout the previous 150 years, significant 

scientific progress has been made in the design of 

forest road networks, as shown by the feature 

profiles presented in Table 1. First, between 1940 

and 1960, the theory of optimum road 

spacing/density developed, offering for the first 

time a rational, data-driven approach to road 

network design. The second development, which 

emerged in the 1970s and 1980s and is now known 

as the Multiple Target Access Issue, modeled the 

road layout problem as a tim- ber flow problem 

from entrance nodes (harvest units) to exit nodes 

over a number of time periods (MTAP). While the 

planner was responsible for identifying and 

approximating the locations of entry/exit nodes and 

harvest volumes, the best potential connections 

between nodes were determined by a mathematical 

optimization software. The widespread availability 

of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) prompted the 

third development, which established procedures 

for automatically identifying the minimum cost 

road path between any pair of entry points, thereby 

furnishing exhaustive data for determining the best 

possible minimum-cost connection between origin 

and destination. To depict harvesting units as a 

series of grid cells, from each of which logs have to 

»flow« on the shortest cost route to the exit nodes, 

the most recent development combined two spatial 

layout problems: road network design and harvest 

design. This most recent advancement brought 

together disparate fields including geospatial data, 

digital topography, and optimization mathematics. 

things that need engineering and operations 

research 

knowledge. 

After examining how things have changed in the 

past, one could wonder whether the same 

tendencies would persist in the future. Given that 

OR-based road network layout techniques have 

historically only been used in clear-cut and 

plantation management regimes, the OR-based and 

the conventional forest road layout communities 

have been siloed. Traditional forest road layout 

communities continue to rely on forest publications 

while the road layout optimization community is 

actively exchanging information in the operations 

research journals. Education and training were also 

impacted by the split; many for- profit operations 

programs throughout the globe still place little 

emphasis on OR-based methodologies and instead 

emphasize more conventional road-spacing 

approaches. This necessitates the 

internationalization of forest road expert training 

programs, including but not limited to courses in 

road network planning. The second avenue for 

development is the expansion of all OR-based road 

network planning methods for multi-objective 

settings, which enables the identification of pareto 

frontiers that quantify extremely current trade-offs 

between efficiency (cost minimization) and 

environmental effect goals. Furthermore, finite 

element theory may lead to an enhanced 

representation of the terrain surface, which would 

be the third potential improvement. All of the 

aforementioned methods involve discretizing the 

landscape in a regular, lattice-like pattern. 

Triangular irregular networks (TIN) are a family of 

surface meshes that are superior than lattice-type 

mesh- es, and finite element theory gives a wide 

understanding of how to best represent the surface 

with a mesh (Lo, 2015). Their strength lies in the 

fact that places with considerable height variation 

have a finer granularity of basic components 

(triangles) than those with low variation. 

Transitioning away from lattice 

 

Updating from DEM-type data to TINs or even 

more complex mesh- es (Lo, 2015) would further 

enhance the quality of the solutions. A fourth 

avenue for development is the combination of road 

network design and thorough road engineering. As 

part of the process of designing a road system, 

corridors are determined to be suitable for the 

eventual placement of the roadway's centerline. 

New possibilities have opened up with the release 

of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) created using 

data collected by aerial light detection and ranging 

(LIDAR) devices. The price of creating high-

resolution digital elevation models has dropped 

dramatically due to the advent of unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs) and low-mass LIDAR sensors with 

weights of less than 5 kg (Favorskaya and Jain 

2017). A promising future 

In this scenario, a UAV-borne LI- DAR sensor 

would scan all road corridors based on an ideal or 

near-optimal road network configuration, yielding 

a geo-referenced point cloud from which a high-

resolution DEM could be produced. In road 

engineering, the first step is to determine where the 

traverse will go so that the junction locations can be 

established, and then the vertical alignment can be 

determined. Until recently, both of these tasks 

required human intervention; only within the last 

decade or so have academics developed a semi-



 

 

automatic technique that can optimize horizontal 

and vertical alignments simultaneously to save 

building and maintenance costs (Aruga 2005). In 

order to cut down on construction, maintenance, 

and transportation costs, engineers are working to 

integrate road networks and precise road 

engineering. A fifth direction for development is 

the enhancement of optimization methods. One of 

the most advanced systems, PLANEX, is still based 

on a heuristic solution technique that only produces 

near-optimal results rather than perfect ones. It is 

expected that the trend of computers and 

optimizers becoming more powerful to solve big 

mixed-integer problems to optimality will continue. 

It is important not to overlook the fact that 

intelligent model formulation and the tuning of 

integer programming algorithms may significantly 

cut down on solving time and make problems 

tractable, leading to practical or near-optimal 

solutions (Klotz and Newman 2013). Set cover 

problem formulations provide hope for reducing 

the scope of the issue and finding optimum or 

nearly perfect solutions (Bont et al. 2015). Last but 

not least, it is not entirely clear how the scientific 

breakthroughs from the early transport geometry 

approaches (Launhardt 1872, Schuberg 1873) 

spread and evolved into the traditional layout 

theory, as represented by traditional text- books 

(Dietz et al. 1984, Hafner 1971, Kuonen 1983, etc.). 

 

A. Wenger, 1984). 
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